5G EMF & Weakened Immunity
Lockdown - 2nd Wave Attack

The 5G Strategy Plan and the 2nd wave of the Covid-19 attack was slated to occur on or
about October 28th, 2020 from the information provided nearly three months ago. I have
heard from a few of my readers wanting to know what is happening since we are still
here. This was in reference to the Rapture and Heshvan 10 “Get in the Ark Day” also
occurring on October 28th as well. The date has passed by a few days at this point and
we are not seeing the preliminary signs the reported provided, and lest I have been left
behind, the Rapture has not happened. Interestingly, that does not mean nothing has
happened or that we are safe whatsoever, it merely indicates the two have not been
politically synchronized.
In the past two weeks, I have written and posted 5 articles on “Depopulation #1 Global
Issue Since 1968”, these being highly important to how 5G will be used to solve their
pressing problem keeping them from achieving their “Sustainable Development”
agenda. This is a serious issue and you best be aware of what is taking place without
your knowledge and what it portends for humanity.
Now you might want to be paying attention to the fact that so-called virus infections are
spiking in the northcentral part of the U.S. this past week of October. South Dakota,
Iowa, and Kansas were reporting very high rates of what are being falsely called Covid19 virus. Iowa was going to “lock-down” on Friday. This might not be such a big deal
when you factor in a major arctic blast of winter which brought a blanket of snow across
the Rocky Mountain range to the central plains and as far south as northern Texas and
Oklahoma this past week. AccuWeather out of State College, PA projected an overnight
low of 32-degrees in southern Kentucky on Friday, October 30th.
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What am I saying here? A surprising spike of so-called Covid-19 in the central plains of
the country is likely to be weather-related. It is that time of the year for colds and the flu.
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Here is the National Weather Service report posted three days ago, pulled from my
email old mail section:
Short Range Forecast Discussion NWS Weather Prediction Center College Park MD 337 PM EDT Wed Oct 28 2020
Valid 00Z Thu Oct 29 2020 - 00Z Sat Oct 31 2020
...Hurricane Zeta continues to intensify and is expected to make landfall over
southeastern Louisiana this evening...
...Widespread heavy rain and scattered flash flooding is possible from the MidMississippi Valley to northern Mid-Atlantic during the next couple of days...
...Moderate snow possible across the Texas Panhandle tonight...
A very impactful weather pattern continues to unfold from the central U.S. to the MidAtlantic over the next couple of days as an energetic cold upper-level low associated
with a winter storm interacts with Hurricane Zeta. The cold upper low will deliver an
additional 3 to 6 inches of snowfall across the Texas Panhandle this evening and
tonight before ending as mostly rain early Thursday morning. Meanwhile, Hurricane
Zeta is continuing to strengthen over the northern Gulf of Mexico while racing toward
the southeastern Louisiana coastline. Zeta is expected to make landfall sometime early
this evening and quickly move inland toward the southern Appalachians by Thursday
morning. Strong southerly flow aloft ahead of the upper low will transport tropical
moisture northward from the Gulf and interact with a stalled front extending across the
Deep South and the Appalachians. This will result in heavy rain to quickly expand
eastward from the Mid-Mississippi Valley and the southern Appalachians tonight;
followed by the Ohio Valley, the central Appalachians, and much of the northern MidAtlantic states on Thursday.
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
It is important to remember, that the U.S. is not, nationally, in lock-down as might have
been part of the original globalist WEF plan. Spain just went into a six-month lock down
as of Friday, October 30th. Wales, Australia, New Zealand, and a few other countries
have been locking down citizens over the past week. The UK will declare a lock-down
on Monday or so, and apparently the CDC, WHO, and public health agencies across
the world are pushing for masks, social distancing, and returning to measures to tighten
the chock hold on their populations. When you read of Covid-19 spiking in the media,
remember to keep in mind what the weather is for that portion of the world. They go
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hand-in-hand, but the media pushes the narrative of “pandemic” which the WHO has
withdrawn from its initial claims.
The media has been orchestrating efforts to debunk the idea that 5G is causing the
Corona virus or Covid-19. The magazine ‘Popular Mechanics’ has been leading a
campaign for months saying that 5G has nothing to do with the virus. At least once a
week, ‘Popular Mechanics’ web page will attack my premise that 5G is behind the
Covid-19 virus. You will find when searching on 5G and Corona virus, dozens of
articles debunking any connection between the two. Google buries deep scientific
articles that show conclusive evidence linking between wireless EMF radiation
poisoning and SARS/Covid-19 viruses.
I have two dozen books on Wireless Communications and 5G EMF in my personal
library that would dispute the idea that 5G is harmless and will do no harm to life forms.
The fact that I have been studying wireless energy technology for twenty-five years;
since the beginning of bee-colony collapse which began shortly after the cell-phone
became available for sale in 1996, I challenge the disingenuous debunking without
peer-reviewed science to back up their claims. Unfortunately, many in the scientific
community have been bought off like in the realm of Big Pharma and Medicine. They
choose not to bite the hand that feeds them when it comes to research grant funding!
The fact that a group of scientists submitted a paper to the ‘Journal of Biological
Regulators & Homeostatic Agents’ in May of 2020 and accepted for publishing in June
of 2020 may have been the first article by scientists to raise the question about what 5G
is able to do. The summary portion of that lengthy and technical paper appears just
below:
In this research, we show that 5G millimeter waves could be absorbed by
dermatologic cells acting like antennas, transferred to other cells and play the
main role in producing Coronaviruses in biological cells. DNA is built from
charged electrons and atoms and has an inductor-like structure. This structure
could be divided into linear, toroid and round inductors. Inductors interact with
external electromagnetic waves, move and produce some extra waves within the
cells. The shapes of these waves are similar to shapes of hexagonal and
pentagonal bases of their DNA source. These waves produce some holes in
liquids within the nucleus. To fill these holes, some extra hexagonal and
pentagonal bases are produced. These bases could join to each other and form
virus-like structures such as Coronavirus. To produce these viruses within a cell,
it is necessary that the wavelength of external waves be shorter than the size of
the cell. Thus 5G millimeter waves could be good candidates for applying in
constructing virus-like structures such as Coronaviruses (COVID-19) within cells.
The fact that 5G millimeter waves are smaller than human pores should have gotten the
attention of scientists across the world and there are honest scientists who have not
been bought off by the telecommunications industry. The industry cannot hide for-ever
behind the idea that since it is not visible it can’t hurt you line for much longer.
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The essence of the article emphasized above is that 5G millimeter waves can be
electroporation [aimed at] to the inner recesses of the human body. The fact that EMF
wireless energy can be injected into the human body like a warmed up sandwich in a
microwave oven should be enough to scare anyone. I will discuss this more later in this
article.
I learned Saturday morning, October 31st, 2020, the 5G Strategy Plan is still on as
planned to take place on or about October 28 th, 2020. Its execution has been merely
delayed. There are some 16,000 “Hot Spots” around the globe that are also considered
“kill zones” for those inside the target areas with operational 5G networks. This should
tell you that when the circumstances for activating the 5G base stations are to their
liking they will turn-up the energy level and cases of 5G sickness and death will then be
passed off as being the Covid-19 virus which does not exist. How can I be so sure it
does not exist you are wondering.
There are far too many sources at this point in time to quote from, but certainly one of
the most informed and best medical sources is from medical journalist, Jon Rappaport,
publisher of the web page ‘nomorefakenews.com’. His daily post for October 9 th, 2020,
titled: “COVID-19: The Virus That Isn’t There; The Root Fraud Exposed” The link for
this article is: https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/10/09/covid...
There is what is known as ‘Koch Postulates’ in the science of virology that is known as
the “Gold Standard” when it comes to determine whether a pathogen is contagious or
passed between human beings. Recent admissions by the CDC, NIH, NIAID, and the
WHO show these procedures were never followed. This is why the above linked article
by Jon Rappaport is so important. A number of law suits have been launched by Dr.
David Martin and other national leading law firms from around the world for the crimes
against humanity. This is good news but unfortunately the media and the political left
have continued to milk the virus for their own demonic reasons.
Jon Rappaport’s report is essential reading if you want to be able to make intelligent
decisions regarding the many vaccines coming on line shortly. This is one of those
times in life you want to be an informed citizen from becoming another victim to a
fraudulent vaccine hoax. In a post I placed on my web page two days, “Dr. Tony
Fauci’s Greatest Fears Exposed”, the writers exposed Dr. Fauci’s lies and fakes for
the past 36-years as head of the NIAID. Dr. Fauci is a “murderer by injection” and he is
obfuscating four decades of his criminal activities for profit. This is revealed in the book
‘Virus Mania: Corona/COVID-19, Measles, Swine Flu, Cervical Cancer, Avian Flu,
SARS, BSE, Hepatitis C, AIDS, Polio. How the Medical Industry ... Making Billion-Dollar
Profits At Our Expense’.
Dr. Fauci was the “gate-keeper” of the idea that HIV caused AIDS. HIV does not
cause AIDS and there is no evidence to prove it ever caused AIDS. The panic
scare of AIDS enabled Dr. Fauci to build an empire of fake science/medicine. It is one
of Dr. Fauci’s lies that made him a very rich man and gave him his 36-year tenure as
the head of the NIAID, and third highest salaried government employee in Washington,
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D.C. AIDS is caused by life-style, drug use, and weakened immune systems resulting
from the junkie intravenous lifestyle!
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The FCC and the Trump administration has given a blanket endorsement to the telecom
industry under the mantra of beating China to the world of 5G and where 6G is well
under way on the drawing board. The telecom industry is confident that they will be
able to use public utility electrical power lines to deliver advanced stages of the wireless
communication. If this flies, it will enhance the profits of the telecommunications
industry and increase the radiation coming into your homes.
The reason you are hearing little to nothing about 5G’s harm is related to the fact that
the approximately 20,000 “hot spots” or 5G installations around the globe, are being
operated just above or equal to the energy level that existing 4G facilities where health
damage is hidden or obscured. In plain terms, most smart phones are putting out
energy levels of under 2.5 Gigahertz, with older cell phones right around where
Megahertz become Gigzhertz [800 MHz to 1 Ghz].

What is the difference between MHz and GHz?
• Both Megahertz and Gigahertz are used to measure frequency. MHz is 1,000 times
lower than the GHz. So 5G is 1,000 times greater than MHz.
• Electromagnetic wave in the region of GHz has more energy per photon than that of
the MHz range.
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• GHz is widely used to measure household and office computers’ computing power of
the processor. MHz is widely used to measure the processing power of small-scale
microprocessors.
• Megahertz represents 106 hertz, whereas Gigahertz represents 109 hertz.
The human body has a natural [in harmony with our environment] resonance of 7.83
Hertz, this is the same as that of all life form on the Earth. The magnetism of the Earth
is the means by which insects, bees, birds, are able to navigate home. The past two
weeks I have watched flocks of birds stopping to feed on the recent harvesting of corn
leftover at the farm field behind our home as they fly south to warmer climates.
God designed and established all life form to function with a small amount of energy
7.83 Hertz is lower than MHz, which is lower than GHz. All of this electrical energy is
not good for us humans, or any life form for that matter. Even trees show damage and
leaves suffer from the EMF radiation from wireless communications.

It should be noted that all life on earth is affected by the Sun’s “Eleven-Year” Solar
Cycle of Sunspots. On the next page I have included two Solar Sunspot charts that
have been recorded since astronomers and scientists first learned of this 11-year cycle.
The phony climate-change issue about man’s causing the problem for global warming
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hides the real reason for climate change; it has more to do with the Sun than does
man’s burning of fossil fuels. The “global warming/global cooling” fanatics do not want
people to know it is really the Sun affecting our weather, and there is nothing man can
do to change this “eleven” year cycle! They use this fakery to hide their real concern
about there are too many of us and how to make the problem go away; and to keep the
deceptive narrative in the eyes of the public to support their bogus science! Prince
Charles can do nothing to change the “Solar Minimums” and the “Solar Maximums”
even if he is the Antichrist!

The Sun’s “Eleven-Year” Solar Cycle is now believed to be the true cause of the 19181919 Spanish Flu outbreaks. Many books discuss how it came and went and there was
no known signs or causes for the death of an estimated 50-million people around the
world. Back then virologists tried to give [injected] excreted pox fluid samples and inject
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it into horses, and animals with no signs of contagion. Multiple-studies were conducted
with the purpose of infecting humans without the Spanish Flu pox from individuals who
were infected with it. Along with Sunspot activity, 1918-1919 were the years when
electricity and the stringing of power lines spread around the world at the same time.
Decades earlier, railroad telegraphers were the first to experience an epidemic of
electricity sickness. When the railroads spread west and south during the great
westward expansion of the nation, telegraph wires simultaneously were hung as the
railroads were being built. The telegraph and Morse Code enabled trains to travel in
both directions without head-on collisions on single track lines built with passing sidings
spaced out across the railroad network. A railroad station agent had to be able to tapout and receive Morse Code as part of his job requirement. That requirement was still a
job requirement even well into the last years of the 20th century. By the way, the
Spanish Flu broke out with U.S. Army at Fort Riley, KS where Army recruits were being
trained in the new mechanical radio telephone system introduced in 1917.
But I need to move on and return to where we are now. I believe once winter arrives
and the yearly flu and cold season is at its peak, the telecoms will turn-up the energy
level of 5G wireless communications and its toxic EMF from a low of 2-Gigahertz to a
point where real physical harm begins to take hold in the world population. The recently
installed 5G systems are not operating at a level higher than what might be analogous
to a dimmer switch lamp in a living room. In most cases, 5G has to be “modulated” up
to optimum energy ranges that it will become evident when human life and public health
suffers. We are still six weeks from official winter so a lot can happen in the interim
period.
I have Lymphedema and six years ago when we moved to our present address, my
problem went ballistic within 2 weeks of moving into the house. My legs below the
knees swelled and were red as ripe tomatoes. I am 2,500-feet from an existing cell
tower, in which I am exposed to a steady bathing of EMF toxic non-ionizing radiation
poisoning. I did not make the connection for several years because I was unaware of
how and what wireless EMF was doing to my body. Reading Dr. Arthur Firstenberg’s
book ‘The Invisible Rainbow’, began my quest and leap of knowledge and information.
My problem began much earlier but eluded any connecting awareness until I began
further research. In 2010, we lived at my late father-in-law’s residence in Turtle Creek,
PA. We got our Internet provider through Verizon. My wife’s records show that we had
Wi-Fi installed in early summer of 2010. Within two weeks of installation, my legs
developed blisters from the knees down to the ankle, and these blisters would break
and leak out. My wife worked at UPMC McKeesport at the time and so we went to the
ER on a Sunday afternoon. They admitted me and I was there for six days. The five
doctors who saw me while in the hospital could not tell us what the problem was, or
anything for that matter. They were totally baffled by what they saw. After six days they
discharged me, and billed Medicare a few bucks short of $8,000. The fact that they did
not know anything did not keep them from telling me to make office appointments with
them when I got home. That would not happen!
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Then in the fall of 2012, we relocated to Fredericktown, KY to help with the raising of six
grandchildren in school. In early March of 2013, I had another break out of the
Lymphedema blistering on my legs (called lymphorrhea when leaking fluid) The trees
were bare of any foliage and our residence was shielded with trees on a dead-end
street up against a steep hillside. Once the trees began to bloom and leaves blocked
the wireless energy, the problem eased. There was a cell tower across the valley
approximately a third of a mile away high on a hill of a nearby farm. In the fall of 2014,
we moved back to the parsonage of the United Methodist Church where I was the
pastor of from 1992-1996. The only thing different was the existing cell tower was not
there in 1996.
Very few people would ever have stopped to think to associate my leg problems with
EMF wireless communications, and I was one of those until I came across Dr. Arthur
Firstenberg’s book, ‘The Invisible Rainbow’. Subsequent contact with Dr. Firstenberg
confirmed that my Lymphedema was a consequence of Wireless EMF toxic radiation
poisoning.

I am grateful for Dr. Arthur Firstenberg’s research on how human life, and all life form is
being impacted by electrical radiation, whether it be from the 11-year solar sun-spot
activity that impacts life on Earth or Wi-Fi. We now know that the Spanish Flu of 1918
and earlier was a consequence of Sun spot activity. Scientists of the day could not
create “contagion” by injecting the excreted pox fluids into animals or other humans of
the day, no matter how hard they tried. The Spanish Flu occurred as the consequence
of the spreading network of electrification of America and the rest of the world. Few
people alive today were around when the world was hanging electrical power lines that
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crisscrossed the streets of cities across the world. Yet millions died as a result of the
so-called Spanish Flu.
Until Dr. Arthur Firstenberg’s book was published in 2017, we were taught that The
“Spanish” influenza pandemic of 1918–1919, which caused 50 million deaths worldwide,
remains an ominous warning to public health. Many questions about its origins, its
unusual epidemiologic features, and the basis of its pathogenicity remain unanswered.

Unless one reads Dr. Firstenberg’s book, they will never understand how wireless toxic
EMF is impacting their life now and in the coming future. I have family members who
do not believe I know what I am talking about. My son wanted me to go to the VA
hospital and I told him they do not know anything about bio-electrical medicine. It is not
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a field of prominent study in the medical world. My point of this article is to tie together
the point that 5G EMF, and all wireless energy can and does affects the human body by
attacking the immune system. Most people are simply unaware that Immunity is a most
important, if not the primary monitoring system of the body.
For those attacking the premise that 5G is the Extinction Level Event, they lie or parrot
the lies of others who are relying on ignorance of the public. Dr. Martin Pall, Emeritus
Chairman of Washington State’s Department of Biochemistry and Medical Sciences is
not some blogger on the Internet and he has testified 5G is an Extinction Level Event!
Do read my articles on my web page that deal with this topic if you do not believe me.
There are at least 60 articles on my web page on this topic alone. It is a weapons
system designed to disburse protestors but capable of beaming a death burst of EMF
killing energy if needed. Do your own research, and certainly do not trust the
government or agencies responsible for communications. The FCC sells the band
spectrum frequencies and takes in billions of dollars from the licensing those spectrum
bands to the various users of public communication.

The simple fact is that the Covid-19 virus, which has been patented several times
before as far back as 2006, is in its basic form nothing more than a bad cold. There are
five or six symptoms of the so-called virus are virtually identical of what accompanies
5G EMF radiation poisoning. Keep the declassified U.S. Navy document below for
reference in the event you have any of the symptoms on the chart. It can help you
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since most in the medical community are untrained or ill-prepared to identify wireless
communication health issues.

5G is all about the New World Order plan to bring in the Antichrist System, and it will be
used to depopulate the world’s population. It is an operation that links back to the Club
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of Rome formed in 1968, formed for the purpose of coming up with “Silent Weapons for
Quiet Wars”. Anyone telling you otherwise is either naïve, stupid, or misleading the
public. This is well understood from the Bible!

The planned deployment of 50,000+ satellites in (LEO) low earth orbit or (MEO) midlevel orbit is illustrated in the image below is well underway; and all of those 50,000+
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satellites will be beaming wireless toxic 5G EMF down on every square inch of real
estate on Earth. Elon Musk of Tesla fame has launched 800 this year and by the end of
December, 2020, will have 1,000 5G satellites 60-100 miles in the atmosphere. With a
steadily growing number of base and sub-stations needed to bring 5G wireless
communications to reality will leave no room for escape.
5G is all about the New World Order plan to bring in the Antichrist System, and it will be
used to depopulate the world’s population into the billions. It is an operation that links
back to the Club of Rome formed in 1968, formed for the purpose of coming up with
“Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars”. Anyone telling you otherwise is either naïve, stupid,
or misleading the public. This is well understood from the Bible!
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At the present, I have made my study and residence as anti-EMF environment, but
those days are waining as 5G will be 1,000 times more powerful than 3G or 4G, and
virtually bathe the world with wireless toxic EMF from the network of satellites,
antennas, and base stations, beam their invisible toxic wireless energy signals up and
down around the world. This is part of the New World Order as part of the construct of
the Technocratic world of artificial intelligence and trans-humans controlled through the
Gates Quantum Dot/Hydrogel ID2020 passport!

Official government data reported for Friday, October 30th, 2020 indicates the number of
diagnosed cases of the virus are approaching those of March, 2020. As this figure
climbs, I believe that we can look for the 5G Strategy Plan to be activated to the 10 GHz
level, according to their plan to hide the deaths that will be blamed on Covid-19. The
“hot spots” around the world will see a corresponding rise in diagnosed cases and
deaths from 5G EMF radiation poisoning and they will be blamed on the Covid-19. The
larger cities with elaborate 5G installations will be turned up to 20 Gigahertz EMF and
even more sickness and deaths that will occur from the damaged immune systems
caused by the 5G toxic EMF. The 5G Strategy Plan only required 28 days to execute
their “Depopulation” agenda, and from late November, 2020 until late March, 2021, is
more than ample time to hide this crime against humanity.
As I pointed out in my recent articles on Mycoplasma, EMF toxic radiation poisoning
provides dormant Mycoplasma in the human body dead or dying cells to attack. Keep
this in mind as Mycoplasma while dormant, it is watching somehow three aspects of
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human life. When these three are not in optimum balance, Mycoplasma attacks the
body weakened by wireless EMF toxic radiation. These three things that are critical to
your life include:




pH of your body
blood-oxygen hemoglobin
immunity system

Mycoplasma is a bacteriological pathogen which composts dead or dying cell tissue. It
has no cell wall structure of its own and attaches itself to the dying cells moving from
dying cell to another, ultimately attacking health cells as the immune system fights the
invading bacteria. It survives on the dying cells lacking a healthy immune system that
would normally kill off the mycoplasma under healthy conditions to kill it off. The three
elements noted above become the body’s frontline of attack. Vitamin D3 IV therapy is
used outside the U.S. to kill the Mycoplasma in defeating what would be considered
terminal cases. I take 6,000 IU of Vitamin D3 daily to ward off any signs of catching a
cold from any of our grandchildren. Lindsey Williams recently aired a video he
presented on the clinic in Mexico where he was treated with Vitamin D3 IV therapy. The
FDA does not allow it here in the states, which to me is a sign that it works.
Before closing this article, I want to re-emphasize my original premise that this is an
orchestrated Genocidal or “Depopulation” agenda. I have mentioned that Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo brought focus to him by the remarks he made on March 21, 2020
about United States involved in a “live exercise”. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s slip
of the tongue while addressing the American people from the White House when he
stated that COVID-19 is a live military exercise really opened a can of worms he must
be regretting to this day.
“This is not about retribution,” Pompeo explained. “This matter is going forward — we
are in a live exercise here to get this right.” Since then American Intelligence Media has
vetted Mike Pompeo and raised serious questions about Mike Pompeo’s loyalty, and
that he is a member of the British Pilgrim Society. If the American Intelligence Media
information is confirmed it is likely that Secretary of State Mike Pompeo was groomed
by agents of the Queen to infiltrate the American government to influence the U.S. on
behalf of the Queen, and her Privy Council; and I should not forget the House of
Rothschild. What I know along with this latest revelation offers additional confirmation
that 5G was directly linked to the events of what occurred in Wuhan, China as a falseflag intended as a Beta-test or dry run to see how effective they could pass off wireless
5G as a virus (cover story) of one sort or another. At best 5G was intended to weaken
the immune systems of people in general, and at worst to be a mild experiment of
genocide. We know that the Corona virus was “weaponized” and three strains were
discovered in the United States by July of 2020.
“This is not about retribution,” Pompeo explained. “This matter is going forward —
we are in a live exercise here to get this right.”
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If it’s not about retribution then what is it about? What kind of exercise? What was the
purpose of the exercise? What has to be gotten right? These are just for starters about
our questions we know nothing about nor our concerns put to rest.
The larger context of that statement included: Pompeo’s statement might be
misinterpreted when taken out of context. It is important to focus on the broader
context of Secretary of State Pompeo’s statement. The transcript is below.
Pompeo was referring to China and China’s Communist Party. This is the
transcript. (emphasis added).
Speaker 29: (01:06:57)
Yeah, so we were alerted by some discussions that Dr. Redfield, the director of
the CDC had with Chinese colleagues on January 3rd. It’s since been known that
there may have been cases in December. Not that we were alerted in December.
Speaker 28: (01:07:13)
Mr. President, the other question I have for you, when-Donald Trump:
(01:07:15)
Excuse me, we’ll do that in a second. Let Mike-Sec. Pompeo:
(01:07:18)
May I just say one more thing. There’s been some discussion about China and
what they knew and when they knew it, and I’ve been very critical. We need to
know immediately the world is entitled to know. The Chinese government was the
first to know of this risk to the world and that puts a special obligation to make
sure that data, the data gets to our scientists, our professionals. This is not about
retribution. This matters going forward. We’re in a live exercise here. To get this
right. We need to make sure that even today the datasets that are available to
every country, including datasets that are available to the Chinese communist
party are made available to the whole world. It’s an imperative to keep people
safe. We talk about the absence of datasets, not being able to make judgments
about what to do.
Sec. Pompeo: (01:08:02)
This is absolutely, this transparency, this real time information sharing isn’t
about political games or retribution. It’s about keeping people safe. And so when
you see a delay in information flowing from the Chinese communist party to the
technical people who we wanted to get into China immediately to assist in this,
every moment of delay connected to being able to identify this risk vectors,
creates risks to the people all around the world. And so this is why it’s not about
blaming someone for this. This is about moving forward to make sure that we
continue to have the information we need to do our jobs.
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The previous two paragraphs are loaded statements, and perception is critical here.
Perception is based upon our experiences and such experiences form what we understand as reality. Perception is critical and our experiences form our reality in the
process of analyzing our nemesis. In this case we are weighing how the elite plan to
deal with their problem of there being too many of us! I do not have a good perception
of Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, who openly said as the head of the CIA, “We lied,
we cheated, and we stole!”
In my analysis, this event is the prelude of something much bigger, perhaps days or
weeks ahead. Nonetheless, the leaked 5G Strategy Plan is real and has not been
cancelled according to the source of its leak, and thus we need to be alert to what
occurs in the days and coming weeks ahead. The global elite and the WEF want
humanity locked down for various reasons. Various suggestions have been considered
and it can be known why when it comes to the 5G “Smart Meters”. They have
previously been hit with Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) causing the meters to
explode and burn down the homes they were attached too. Note the fires never
touched much of the trees and green area of peoples’ homes.

As to the portion of the 5G Strategy Plan, we need to remember all of the cell towers
were built to specifications where each tower could produce 250,000 watts of energy for
3G and 4G wireless communications. I have seen close-up the power cables from their
energy-source and we are talking cables 8” and 10” in diameter. That is far more
energy capacity than needed to send a single watt cell signal 25 miles to another tower,
so I must conclude they are already capable of delivering punishing levels of wireless
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energy. I will attach the 5G Strategy Plan that was sent to me three months ago, keep it
for a reference point if you begin to experience any of the symptoms provided in the 5G
Strategy Plan. We do not know when the plan will be executed, likely weather
dependent since delayed from a few days ago.
Those with already weakened immune systems are more vulnerable for successive
wireless energy attacks. People who get flu shots every year build up an accumulation
effect from repeated vaccines that weakens a healthy immune system. The individual
immune system attacks anything that has been injected into the human body,
recognizing it is not natural to the human biome. We know from the data and statistics,
90% of the so-called Covid-19 were over the age of 65-70 and nearly all had
comorbidity issues such as heart, lung, kidney, liver, issues.
Our only hope is that God will intervene in this and rapture His elect home before the
WEF and their New World Order get their answer to the world’s #1 problem!
Blessings,
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22

Addendum Below Subject of The 5G Strategy Plan

5G Strategy and Agenda
Smart Meters
NOTE: Average Smart Meter (4G) is ~7 gigahertz. Airport security scanning machines
are ~10 gigahertz. [Smart Meters unlike cell towers are not installed nationwide. There
are 300,000 cell towers across the country.]
Day 1 (October 28th)
Meter 10 gigahertz – People are not noticing that their smart meter has been slightly
cranked up.
Day 7 (November 4th)
Meter 20 gigahertz – Some people are now noticing change in frequency but do
nothing.
Day 10 (November 7th)
Meter 35 gigahertz – At this frequency, electrons on oxygen are spinning and people
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begin to feel symptoms of oxygen deprivation (shortness of breath, dizziness, tiredness,
and difficulty in breathing) but are not leaving “kill” zone. In all probability the media is
telling them they have the corona virus.
Day 10-14 (November 7th thru 11th)
Meter 35 gigahertz – Extreme symptoms of oxygen deprivation. People are rushing to
hospitals. By November 11th, the majority (~75%) of people are dead.
Day 15-18 (November 12th thru 15th)
Meters 50 gigahertz. By Day 16 ALL LIFE in the “kill” zone is dead. Inside “kill” zone
there are “pockets” of “safe” zones. Deep inside the “safe” zones, life is still surviving.
(People living on the fringes of the “safe” zone are now dead.) People living deep inside
the “safe” zones, may not know it, but they are now trapped inside the “kill” zone.
Day 19 (November 16th)
“Kill” zone meters cranked up to 60 gigahertz. There are people still alive deep inside
the “safe” zones inside the “kill” zone. They believe they are still safe. The 60 gigahertz
frequency surging through the “kill” zone smart meters causes mass explosions and all
the houses and buildings in the “kill” zone burst into flames and are reduced to ashes.
People deep inside the “safe” zones are absolutely terrorized (planned agenda) out of
their wits as they witness the “kill” zone holocaust.
Day 20-21
(See Cell Towers Agenda for how people in the “safe” zones die.)
Go to Tower Agenda (next page)

Cell Towers
Day 1-9 (October 28th thru November 6th)
Cell towers in the “kill” zones 10 gigahertz. People are experiencing effects, for
example, ringing in ears, headaches and other signs of the 4G. Some may complain but
the majority of people will go on with their daily lives. Cell towers in the “safe” zones 4G
(7 gigahertz).
Day 10 (November 7th)
Cell towers in the “kill” zone 35 gigahertz – At 35 gigahertz, electrons on oxygen are
spinning and people begin to feel symptoms of oxygen deprivation (shortness of breath,
dizziness, tiredness, and difficulty in breathing) but are not leaving “kill” zone. In all
probability the media is telling them they have the corona virus. Cell towers in the “safe”
zones 4G (~7 gigahertz).
Day 10-14 (November 7th thru 11th)
Cell towers in “kill” zone are 35 gigahertz – Extreme symptoms of oxygen deprivation.
People are rushing to hospitals. By November 11th, ~75% of people are dead. Cell
towers in the “safe” zones 4G (~7 gigahertz).
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Day 15-17 (November 12th thru 14th)
Day 15, cell towers in the “kill” zone 50 gigahertz. By Day 16, ALL LIFE in the “kill” zone
is dead. Inside “kill” zone there are “pockets” of “safe” zones. Deep inside the “safe”
zones, people are still alive. (People living on the fringes of the “safe” zone are dead.)
People who are alive deep inside the “safe” zones do not know they are now trapped
inside the “safe” zone. Cell towers in the “safe” zones still 4G (~7 gigahertz).
Day 18-21 (November 15th thru 18th)
Day 18, “kill” zone towers cranked up to 60 gigahertz. Absolutely nothing will be able to
survive in the “kill” zone now. People are still alive deep inside the “safe” zones. They
believe they are safe. However, they begin to experience oxygen deprivation from the
effect of the “kill” zone towers’ 60 gigahertz frequency. “Safe” zone towers are still at 4G
(~7 gigahertz).
Day 19 the same day “safe” zone people witness “kill” zone holocaust, “safe” zone
towers are cranked up to 35 gigahertz. Terrorized and traumatized, “safe” zone people
are feeling the full effect of oxygen deprivation. People panic as they realize they are
trapped in a “kill” zone. Some try to escape out of the “kill” zone, only to be “cooked”
alive by the “kill” zone towers’ 60 gigahertz frequency, an even more horrible and painful
death than if they had stayed.
Day 20, painfully suffering from severe oxygen deprivation, the few remaining “safe”
zone people are filled with anxiety and despair, as they realize they are dying and will
share the same fate as those who were incinerated in the “kill” zone on Day 19th.
Day 21, ALL LIFE in the entire “kill” zone is dead. The “safe” zone meters are cranked
up to 60 gigahertz. All houses and buildings in the “safe” zone immediately explode,
ignite and burn and are reduced to ashes.
Day 22-50 (29 days)
Day 22, cell towers in the “kill” zone are cranking out 60 gigahertz frequency. Soon, all
plant life in the “kill” zone will be “cooked” and dead. Anyone attempting to enter the
“kill” zone will die within two days.
Day 50, the cell towers in the “kill” zone are shut down. Not until one year has passed
will the “kill” zone have enough breathable oxygen to sustain life.
If you doubt for a single moment that this is not about the Depopulation agenda, then go
search up “The Georgia Guide Stones” in Elberton, GA. When you read the first New
Age commandment, ask yourself how is it they will get rid of 7-Billion people?
These ten New Age commandments read,
1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.
2. Guide reproduction wisely—improving fitness and diversity.
3. Unite humanity with a living new language.
4. Rule Passion—Faith—Tradition—and all things with tempered reason.
5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.
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6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court.
7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials.
8. Balance personal rights with social duties.
9. Prize truth—beauty—love—seeking harmony with the infinite.
10. Be not a cancer on the earth—Leave room for nature—Leave room for nature.
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